Y /d d and Beckmann (12) and also with the experimental results of the latter. The values computed for the cylinder agreed tolerably well with Martini and Churchill's experimental results.
The object of the present investigation is to extend the bite-difference method to the computation of natural convection in situations in which momentum transfer is significant in two dimensions. The motion of a fluid in a long horizontal enclosure of rectangular cross section with one vertical side heated and the other cooled is chosen for study. For purposes of simplifying the problem, two-dimensional motion is assumed; the possibility of computing a completely turbulent solution is thereby precluded. For moderately low Rayleigh numbers, Poots' analytical steady state solution is available (11 ) for checking the computed values. Poots expressed temperature and stream function as two doubly infinite series of orthogonal functions, and presented numerical values for a square cross section with a linear variation of temperature along the top and bottom horizontal walls for 500 < NR. < 10,000.
Batchelor ( I ) also investigated the following special cases for natural convection in a rectangular cavity: small Na. (< 10') with L approximately unity, large L for general NRa, and large NRa for general L; he was forced to make drastic idealizations to obtain solutions for the last two cases. He predicted transition to turbulent flow at No, = 13,700 for the second case and at NE,La = lo" for the third case. Eckert and Carlson (2) observed the temperature distribution interferometrically and derived the heat transfer rate for several conditions. Mull and Reiher (8) also measured the heat transfer rate across enclosed horizontal, oblique, and vertical air layers. Batchelor's predictions were between 50 and 100% higher than these measurements.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The physical situation is illustrated in Figure 1 . The fluid is initially motionless and at a uniform temperature equal to the average of the vertical wall temperatures. Two alternative boundary conditions are considered for In deriving these equations, one treats the fluid properties as constants, except for one step in which a temperature variation of density is essential to the phenomenon of natural convection. The additional assumption is made that the applied temperature difference (0, -8,) is small compared with l/b. 
au au au Differentiating Equations (6) and (7) with respect to Y and X , respectively, subtracting, and applying Equation 
The velocities U and V are retained explicitly in the problem formulation, since their computed values will give an immediate picture of the flow pattern. The local Nusselt number is Nxu = (aT/aY)P=0/2, and its mean value N G over the height of the enclosure will depend on N o , , Np,, L, and T. For conduction alone, N , and N K would equal unity.
FINITE-DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION
Equations (12) through (15) here are called the vorticity, temperature, stream function, and velocity equations, respectively. An approximation to their solution will be obtained at a finite number of grid points having coordinates X = ihx, Y = jhY, and at discrete times T = n&, where i, i, and n are integers. The vorticity and temperature equations are parabolic, while the stream function equation is elliptic.
Suppose that all quantities are known at a time AT (the initial condition corresponds to the special case n = 0). An implicit alternating direction technique based on suitable finite-difference approximations of the vorticity and temperature equations is employed to advance the fields of vorticity and temperature at the interior grid Once the optimum value of the relaxation parameter o has been found by trial and error for a given system of grid points, this value is then employed in all further computations with that grid. Representative values of wept for use in Equation (19) are given in Table 1 for various grid systems, each having AX = AY. About twenty-five iterations, with the use of Equation (19) at each grid point, give good convergence.
The new wall vorticities are then computed by considering Taylor's series expansions for stream function in the vicinity of the walls. For example, for points (i, 1) and (i, 2 ) , removed by one and two grid spacings, respectively, in the Y direction from a grid point Finally, the new fields of U and V are obtained from space centered finite-difference approximations of the velocity equations. The whole process described above is then repeated for as many successive time steps as desired. Further details of the method are given in reference 13; the successive over-relaxation and implicit alternating direction procedures are also discussed in references 3 and 10. Table 2 summarizes the range of the investigations.
RESULTS
With the use of a 10 x 10 grid, a typical computation takes less than 3 sec. of IBM 7090 time per time increment. For all runs, the computed values essentially converge to a steady state by a time T = 0.2. Although not shown here, the steady state temperatures and stream functions of run 4 (20 x 20 grid) are remarkably close to those of run 3 (10 x 10 grid). The 15% difference in NZ between the two i s rather an expression of the inherent difficulty in estimating (dT/aY) p=o from values of temperature at grid points extending on one side of the wall only.
To expedite plotting the results, an auxiliary program is written to locate points lying on specified isothermals and streamlines by linear interpolation of the computed values at the grid points. Typical sets of the resulting streamlines and isothermals are shown in Figures 2 through 6 for the conditions of run 3. The value of the stream function at a point is proportional to the flow per unit time crossing any line joining the point to the wall. Thus, the general increase in stream function as time advances shows that the fluid is accelerating. Two anticlockwise eddies develop at first but eventually merge into a single circulation. For small times, the isothermals are roughly parallel
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to one another, due to the predominance of conduction. Their later distortion clearly shows the effect of convective energy transport. The stream function at the center of the enclosure actually passes through a maximum before decelerating slightly to its final steady value. The corresponding variation of heat transfer across the enclosure is shown in Figure 7 , again for the conditions of run 3. The finite-difference solution for conduction only is also shown for comparison. The contribution of convection becomes apparent only after T = 0.015, even though the velocities are by this time well on their way to their final steady values. This is due to the lapse of time occurring while fluid travels from the hot wall to the cold wall, and vice versa. The later "overshoot" (at T = 0.06) and an even smaller "undershoot" (at T = 0.09) can be explained similarly. The transient results for the remaining runs exhibit similar characteristics and are not reproduced here. The skeady state results for run 2 (linear type of boundary condition) are also similar, except that the velocities are about 25% higher than those of run 3 (insulated type of boundary condition). The steady state values for run 1 agree almost perfectly with those computed from Poots' solution. The steady state values for the tall rectangle of For most cases, the computed NaL is from 0 to 70% in excess of that predicted by Equation (23). The discrepancy is due partly to the fact that Jakob's correlation is based on values of L between 3.12 and 42.2, considerably beyond the range investigated here. Indeed, Equation
(23) predicts that N& decreases as L increases, which is unlikely to be true for small values of L. As shown by runs 3, 5, and 6, NLfor the insulated case depends more strongly on NGr than predicted by Equation (23), although no simple power law is obeyed. The variation with L is indefinite, since the spread between the N , of runs 3, 8, and 9 is within the uncertainty of estimating the temperature gradient at the wall. NN, falls appreciably between runs 3 and 7 as the Prandtl numbzr is lowered.
The present technique produces unstable results for Grashof numbers greater than 200,000. This probably arises from the fact that the implicit computation of the new interior vorticities supposes that the old boundary vorticities still hold good at the end of the time increment. The boundary vorticities themselves are eventually advanced on the basis of Taylor's series expansions for stream function at one and two points removed from the boundary. The resulting slight inconsistency between the in- under rather different conditions. The paper thus demonstrates the power of numerical methods for the a priori solution of complex problems in convection. 
